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Abstract

Dialogue State Tracking (DST) aims to keep
track of users’ intentions during the course
of a conversation. In DST, modelling the re-
lations among domains and slots is still an
under-studied problem. Existing approaches
that have considered such relations generally
fall short in: (1) fusing prior slot-domain mem-
bership relations and dialogue-aware dynamic
slot relations explicitly, and (2) generalizing
to unseen domains. To address these issues,
we propose a novel Dynamic Schema Graph
Fusion Network (DSGFNet), which generates
a dynamic schema graph to explicitly fuse the
prior slot-domain membership relations and
dialogue-aware dynamic slot relations. It also
uses the schemata to facilitate knowledge trans-
fer to new domains. DSGFNet consists of a
dialogue utterance encoder, a schema graph
encoder, a dialogue-aware schema graph evolv-
ing network, and a schema graph enhanced
dialogue state decoder. Empirical results on
benchmark datasets (i.e., SGD, MultiWOZ2.1,
and MultiWOZ2.2), show that DSGFNet out-
performs existing methods.

1 Introduction

Task-oriented dialogue systems can help users ac-
complish different tasks (Huang et al., 2020), such
as flight reservation, food ordering, and appoint-
ment scheduling. Conventionally, task-oriented dia-
logue systems consist of four modules (Zhang et al.,
2020c): natural language understanding (NLU),
dialogue state tracking (DST), dialogue manager
(DM), and natural language generation (NLG). In
this paper, we will focus on the DST module. The
goal of DST is to extract users’ goals or intentions
as dialogue states and keep these states updated
over the whole dialogue. In order to track users’
goals, we need to have a predefined domain knowl-
edge referred to as a schema, which consists of slot

∗Work in part done while at University College London.

Movies:
Location: Vacaville

Slots:
“Location”: City where the theatre is located.
“Name”: Name of the movie.

Could you look for films showing in Vacaville?

I discovered 3 films. What do you think
of Dumbo, Hellboy, or Shazam!?

Dumbo is lovely.
Could I assist you with something else?

User System State

Service:
“Movies”:
Search for movies by location, 
genre or other attributes.

Schemata

I'd also like to look for a diner
there. I am searching for one
that is intermediate priced.

Japanese Restaurant is a lovely diner
around there.

That's prefect! Thanks!
It's my pleasure.

Slots:
“City”: City in which the restaurant is located.
“Name”: Name of the restaurant.
“Price_Range”: Price range for the restaurant.

Service:
“Restaurants”:
A leading provider for restaurant 
search and reservations.

Movies:
Location: Vacaville
Name: Dumbo

Movies:
Location: Vacaville; Name: Dumbo
Restaurants:
City: Vacaville; Price_Range: intermediate

Movies:
Location: Vacaville; Name: Dumbo
Restaurants:
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Name: Japanese Restaurant
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Figure 1: An example of DST. Given the schemata for
all domains, the slot values are extracted from the user
and system utterances (e.g., spans highlighted with the
same color in the figure). The dialogue state of each
turn is represented as a set of slot-value pairs. Among
the domains and slots, there are prior slot-domain mem-
bership relations which are expressed in the predefined
schemata, and also dialogue-aware dynamic slot rela-
tions which depend on the dialogue context (e.g., co-
reference, co-update, and co-occurrence).

names and their descriptions. Figure 1 gives an
example of DST in a sample dialogue.

Many models have been developed for DST due
to its importance in task-oriented dialogue systems.
Traditional approaches use deep neural networks or
pre-trained language models to encode the dialogue
context and infer slot values from it (Zhong et al.,
2018; Ramadan et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019; Ren
et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020a; Hu et al., 2020;
Gao et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020a,b). These mod-
els predict slot values without considering the rela-
tions among domains and slots. However, domains
and slots in a dialogue are unlikely to be entirely
independent, and ignoring the relations among do-
mains and slots may lead to sub-optimal perfor-
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mance. To address this issue, several recent works
have been proposed to model the relations among
domains and slots in DST. Some of them introduce
predefined schema graphs to incorporate prior slot-
domain membership relations, which are defined
based on human experience in advance (Chen et al.,
2020; Zhu et al., 2020). The others use an attention
mechanism to capture dialogue-aware dynamic slot
relations (Feng et al., 2021; Heck et al., 2020). The
dialogue-aware dynamic relations are the logical
relations of slots across domains, which are highly
related to specific dialogue contexts.

However, existing DST models that involve the
relations among domains and slots suffer from two
major issues: (1) They fail to fuse the prior slot-
domain membership relations and dialogue-aware
dynamic slot relations explicitly; and (2) They fail
to consider their generalizability to new domains.
In practical scenarios, task-oriented dialogue sys-
tems need to support a large and constantly increas-
ing number of new domains.

To tackle these issues, we propose a novel ap-
proach named DSGFNet (Dynamic Schema Graph
Fusion Network). For the first issue, DSGFNet dy-
namically updates the schema graph consisting of
the predefined slot-domain membership relations
with the dialogue-aware dynamic slot relations. To
incorporate the dialogue-aware dynamic slot re-
lations explicitly, DSGFNet adds three new edge
types to the schema graph: co-reference relations,
co-update relations, and co-occurrence relations.
For the second issue, to improve its generalizabil-
ity, DSGFNet employs a unified model containing
schema-agnostic parameters to make predictions.

Specifically, our proposed DSGFNet comprises
of four components: a BERT-based dialogue ut-
terance encoder to contextualize the current turn
dialogue context and history, a BERT-based schema
graph encoder to generalize to unseen domains and
model the prior slot-domain membership relations
on the schema graph, a dialogue-aware schema
graph evolving network to augment the dialogue-
aware dynamic slot relations on the schema graph,
and a schema graph enhanced dialogue state de-
coder to extract value spans from the candidate
elements considering the evolved schema graph.

The contributions of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:

• We improve DST by proposing a dynamic, ex-
plainable, and general schema graph which ex-
plicitly models the relations among domains

and slots based on both prior knowledge and
the dialogue context, no matter whether the
domains and slots are seen or not.

• We develop a fusion network, DSGFNet,
which effectively enhances DST generating
a schema graph out of the combination of
prior slot-domain membership relations and
dialogue-aware dynamic slot relations.

• We conduct extensive experiments on three
benchmark datasets (i.e., SGD, MultiWOZ2.1,
and MultiWOZ2.2) to demonstrate the superi-
ority of DSGFNet1 and the importance of the
relations among domains and slots in DST.

2 Related Work

Recent DST approaches mainly focus on encoding
the dialogue contexts with deep neural networks
(e.g., convolutional and recurrent networks) and
inferring the values of slots independently (Zhong
et al., 2018; Ramadan et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019;
Ren et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020a; Hu et al.,
2020; Gao et al., 2020). With the prevalence of pre-
trained language models, such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) and GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), a
great variety of DST approaches have been devel-
oped on top of these pre-trained models (Zhang
et al., 2020a,b; Lin et al., 2020). The relations
among domains and slots are not considered in
the above approaches. However, the prior slot-
domain membership relations can facilitate the
sharing of domain knowledge and the dialogue-
aware dynamic slot relations can conduce dialogue
history understanding. Ignoring these relations may
lead to sub-optimal performance.

To fill in this gap, several new DST approaches,
which involve the relations among domains and
slots, have been proposed. Some of them leverage
a graph structure to capture the slot-domain mem-
bership relations (Lin et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2020;
Zhu et al., 2020; Zeng and Nie, 2020; Ouyang et al.,
2020). Specifically, a predefined schema graph is
employed to represent the slot-domain member-
ship relations. However, they fail to incorporate
the dialogue-aware dynamic slot relations into the
schema graph. The other approaches utilize the
attention mechanism to learn dialogue-aware dy-
namic slot relation features in order to facilitate in-
formation flow among slots (Zhou and Small, 2019;

1The code is available at https://github.com/
sweetalyssum/DSGFNet.
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Figure 2: The architecture of DSGFNet, which contains a dialogue utterance encoder, a schema graph encoder, a
schema graph evolving network, and a dialogue state decoder.

Feng et al., 2021; Heck et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2020;
Ye et al., 2021). However, these approaches ignore
the slot-domain membership relations defined by
prior knowledge. Since both the prior slot-domain
membership relations and dialogue-aware dynamic
slot relations can enhance DST performance, our
approach is developed to combine them in an effec-
tive way.

Given that a deployed dialogue system may en-
counter an ever-increasing number of new domains
that have limited training data available, the DST
module should be capable of generalizing to unseen
domains. Recent DST approaches have focused on
using zero-shot learning to achieve this goal (Ras-
togi et al., 2020; Noroozi et al., 2020). These ap-
proaches exploit the natural language descriptions
of schemata to transfer knowledge across domains.
However, they ignore the relations among domains
and slots. In this work, we propose a unified frame-
work to fuse the prior slot-domain membership re-
lations and dialogue-aware dynamic slot relations,
no matter whether the domains are seen or not.

3 Dynamic Schema Graph Fusion
Network

The proposed DSGFNet consists of four compo-
nents: (1) a BERT-based dialogue utterance en-
coder that aims to contextualize the tokens of the
current turn and the dialogue history; (2) a schema
graph encoder that is able to generalize to unseen
domains and shares information among predefined
slot-domain membership relations; (3) a dialogue-
aware schema graph evolving network that adds
the dialogue-aware dynamic slot relations into the

schema graph; and (4) a schema graph enhanced
dialogue state decoder that extracts the value span
from the candidate elements based on the evolved
schema graph. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture.

3.1 Dialogue Utterance Encoder

This encoder takes as input the current and previ-
ous dialogue utterances. Specifically, the input is a
sequence of tokens with length K, i.e., [t1, ..., tK ].
Here, we set the first token t1 to [CLS]; subse-
quent are the tokens in the current dialogue utter-
ance and the ones in the previous dialogue utter-
ances, which are separated by [SEP]. We employ
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) to obtain contextual
token embeddings. The output is a tensor of all
the token embeddings B = [b1, ..., bK ], with one
embedding for each token.

3.2 Schema Graph Encoder

To make use of the slot-domain membership re-
lations defined by prior domain knowledge, we
construct a schema graph based on the predefined
ontology. An example is shown in Figure 2. In this
schema graph, each node represents either a do-
main or a slot, and all the slot nodes are connected
to their corresponding domain nodes. In order to
allow information propagation across domains, all
the domain nodes are connected with each other.

Schema-Agnostic Embedding Initializer. To
generalize to unseen domains, DSGFNet initial-
izes the schema graph node embeddings via a
schema-agnostic projection. Inspired by zero-shot
learning (Romera-Paredes and Torr, 2015), we pro-
pose a schema-agnostic embedding initializer to
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project schemata across domains into a unified se-
mantic distribution. Specifically, we feed a natu-
ral language description of one slot/domain into
BERT, using the output of [CLS] as the seman-
tic embeddings for this slot/domain. The seman-
tic embeddings for the set of slot and domain is
I = [i1, ..., iN+M ], where N and M are the num-
ber of slots and domains, respectively. We con-
strain the schema embedding initializer not to have
any domain-specific parameters so that it can gen-
eralize to unseen domains.

Slot-Domain Membership Relation Reason-
ing Network. To involve the prior slot-domain
membership relations into the schema graph node
embeddings, DSGFNet propagates information
among slots and domains over the schema graph.
We add a self-loop to each node because the nodes
need to propagate information to themselves. In-
spired by the GAT model (Veličković et al., 2018),
we propose a slot-domain membership relation rea-
soning network to propagate information over the
schema graph. For each node, we first compute at-
tention scores α for its neighbours. These attention
scores are used to weigh the importance of each
neighboring node. Formally, the attention scores
are calculated as follows:

hi,j = ReLU(W⊤ · [ii, ij ]), (1)

αi,j =
exp(hi,j)∑

k∈Ni
exp(hi,k)

, (2)

where W is a matrix of parameters and Ni is the
neighborhood of the i-th node. The normalized
attention coefficients and the activation function
are used to compute a non-linear weighted combi-
nation of the neighbours. This is used to compute
the tensor of the schema graph node embeddings
G = (g1, ..., gN+M ):

gi = ReLU

∑
j∈Ni

αi,j · ij

 , (3)

where i ∈ {1, . . . , N +M}. To explore the higher-
order connectivity information of slots across do-
mains, we stack l layers of the reasoning network.
Each layer takes the node embeddings from the
previous layer as input, and outputs the updated
node embeddings to the next layer.

3.3 Schema Graph Evolving Network
We propose a schema graph evolving network to
incorporate the dialogue-aware dynamic slot rela-
tions into the schema graph, which is composed of

two layers, a schema-dialogue fusion layer and a
dynamic slot relation completion layer.

Schema-Dialogue Fusion Layer. Since the dy-
namic slot relations are related to the dialogue con-
text, we need to fuse the dialogue context informa-
tion into the schema graph. We adopt the multi-
head attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) to achieve this
goal. The mathematical formulation is:

H = MultiHead(Q = gi,K = B,V = B), (4)

g̃i = H ·Wa, (5)

where Wa is learnable parameters of a linear pro-
jection after the multi-head attention, and g̃i is the
dialogue-aware schema graph node embeddings.

Dynamic Slot Relation Completion Layer.
This layer aims to augment the dynamic slot re-
lations on the schema graph based on the dialogue-
aware node embeddings. To involve the dialogue-
aware dynamic slot relations into DST explicitly,
DSGFNet defines three types of dynamic slot re-
lations: (1) Co-reference relations occur when a
slot value has been mentioned earlier in the dia-
logue and has been assigned to another slot; (2) Co-
update relations occur when slot values are updated
together at the same dialogue turn, and; (3) Co-
occurrence relations occur when slots with a high
co-occurrence probability in a large dialogue cor-
pus appear together in the current dialogue. Specif-
ically, we feed the dialogue-aware slot node repre-
sentations into a multi-layer perceptron followed
by a 4-way softmax function to identify the rela-
tions between slot pairs, which include the none
relation and the three dynamic relations mentioned
above. Formally, given the i-th and j-th dialogue-
aware slot node embeddings g̃i and g̃j , we obtain
an adjacent matrix of the dynamic slot relations for
all slot pairs as follows:

A(i, j) = arg max (softmax(MLP(g̃i ⊕ g̃j))) .
(6)

With A, we add dynamic slot relation edges to the
schema graph.

3.4 Dialogue State Decoder

To decode the slot values by means of incorporating
the slot-domain membership relations and dialogue-
aware dynamic slot relations which are captured by
the evolved schema graph, we propose a schema
graph enhanced dialogue state decoder.

To learn a more comprehensive slot node em-
bedding, we need to fuse multiple relations on the
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evolved schema graph. DSGFNet divides differ-
ent relations on the schema graph into sub-graphs
Rs, Rr, Ru, Ro, which represent slot-domain mem-
bership relation, co-reference relation, co-update
relation, and co-occurrence relation, respectively.
For each sub-graph Ri, its node embeddings si are
obtained by attending over the neighbors, which is
the same as the method used in Section 3.2. Con-
sidering that different relation types have different
contributions to the node interactions for different
dialogue contexts (Wang et al., 2019), we aggregate
these different sub-graphs via an attention mecha-
nism as follows:

S = [ss; sr; su; so], (7)

β = softmax(S⊤ · tanh(Ws · b[CLS] + bs)),

(8)

s = S · β, (9)

where Ws, bs are learnable weights, b[CLS] is the
output of BERT-based dialogue utterance encoder.

Each slot value is extracted by a value predictor
based on the corresponding fused slot node embed-
dings s. The value predictor is a trainable nonlinear
classifier followed by two parallel softmax layers
to predict start and end positions in candidate el-
ements C, which are composed by the dialogue
context B and slots’ candidate value vocabulary
V :

C = [B;V ] (10)

[ls, le] = rd · tanh(s⊤ ·Wd ·C + bd), (11)

ps = softmax(ls), (12)

pe = softmax(le), (13)

where rd, Wd, and bd are trainable parameters.
Note that if the end position is before the start
position, the resulting span will simply be “None”.
If the start position is in the slots’ candidate value
vocabulary, the resulting span will only pick the
candidate value in this position.

3.5 Training and Inference

During training, we use ground truth dynamic slot
relation graph to optimize the dialogue state de-
coder. Cross-entropy between predicted value span
[ps, pe] and ground truth value span is utilized to
measure the loss of the value span prediction Ls.
The dynamic slot relation identifier is optimized
by the cross-entropy loss Lr between predicted dy-
namic relation A and the ground truth dynamic

slot relation. We train dialogue state decoder and
dynamic slot relation identifier together, the joint
loss L is computed as follows:

L = λ · Lr + (1− λ) · Ls, (14)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a balance coefficient. During
inference, the predicted dynamic slot relation A is
used to predict value span as dialogue state.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on three task-oriented di-
alogue benchmark datasets: SGD (Rastogi et al.,
2020), MultiWOZ2.2 (Zang et al., 2020), and Mul-
tiWOZ2.1 (Eric et al., 2020). Among them, SGD is
by far the most challenging dataset which contains
over 16,000 conversations between a human-user
and a virtual assistant across 16 domains. Un-
like the other two datasets, it also includes un-
seen domains in the test set. MultiWOZ2.2 and
MultiWOZ2.1 are smaller human-human conver-
sations benchmark datasets, which contain over
8,000 multi-turn dialogues across 8 and 7 domains,
respectively. MultiWOZ2.2 is a revised version of
MultiWOZ2.1, which is re-annotated with a differ-
ent set of annotators and also canonicalized entity
names. Details of datasets are provided in Table 1.

Table 1: Characteristics of the datasets in experiments.
The numbers provided are for the training sets of the
corresponding datasets.

Characteristics SGD MultiWOZ2.2 MultiWOZ2.1
No. of domains 16 8 7
No. of dialogues 16,142 8,438 8,438
Total no. of turns 329,964 113,556 113,556
Avg. turns per dialogue 20.44 13.46 13.46
Avg. tokens per turn 9.75 13.13 13.38
No. of slots 215 61 37
Unseen domains in test set Yes No No

4.2 Baselines
We compare with the following existing models,
which are divided into two categories. (1) Mod-
els that can predict dialogue state on unseen do-
mains: SGD-baseline (Rastogi et al., 2020), a
schema-guided paradigm that predicts states for
unseen domains; FastSGT (Noroozi et al., 2020),
a BERT-based model that uses multi-head atten-
tion projections to analyze dialogue; Seq2Seq-
DU (Feng et al., 2021), a sequence-to-sequence
framework which decodes dialogue states in a flat-
ten format. (2) Models that cannot predict dia-
logue state on unseen domains: TRADE (Wu et al.,
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2019), a generation model which generates dia-
logue states from utterances using a copy mecha-
nism; DS-DST (Zhang et al., 2020a), a dual strat-
egy that classifies over a picklist or finding values
from a slot span; TripPy (Heck et al., 2020), an
open-vocabulary model which copies values from
dialogue context, or slot values in previous dia-
logue state; SOM-DST (Kim et al., 2020), a selec-
tively overwriting mechanism which first predicts
state operation on each of the slots and then over-
writes with new values; MinTL-BART (Lin et al.,
2020), a plug-and-play pre-trained model which
jointly learns dialogue state tracking and dialogue
response generation; SST (Chen et al., 2020), a
graph model which fuses information from utter-
ances and static schema graph; PPTOD (Su et al.,
2021), a multi-task pre-training strategy that allows
the model to learn the primary TOD task comple-
tion skills from heterogeneous dialog corpora.

4.3 Evaluation Measures

Our evaluation metrics are consistent with prior
works on these datasets. We compute the Joint Goal
Accuracy (Joint GA) on all test sets for straightfor-
ward comparison with the state-of-the-art methods.
Joint GA is defined as the ratio of dialogue turns
for which all slots have been filled with the correct
values according to the ground truth.

4.4 Training

We use BERT model (i.e., BERT-base and uncased)
to encode utterances and schema descriptions. The
BERT models are fine-tuned in the training process.
The maximum length of an input sequence is set to
512. The hidden size of the schema graph encoder
and the schema graph evolving network is set to
256. The dropout probability is 0.3. The balance
coefficient λ is 0.5. Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
is used for optimization with an initial learning rate
(LR) of 2e-5. We conduct training with a warm-up
proportion of 10% and let the LR decay linearly
after the warm-up phase.

5 Results and Discussion

Tables 2, 3, 4 show the performance of DSGFNet
as well as the baselines on three datasets respec-
tively. It is shown that DSGFNet achieves state-of-
the-art performance in unseen domains on SGD,
all domains on SGD, and MultiWOZ2.2. All im-
provements observed compared to the baselines
are statistically significant according to two sided

paired t-test (p ¡ 0.05). And the performance on
MultiWOZ2.1 are comparable with the state-of-
the-art2. Most notably, DSGFNet improves the
performance on SGD most significantly, which has
unseen domains and more complex schemata do-
mains, compared to the runner-up. It indicates that
DSGFNet can facilitate knowledge transfer to new
domains and improve relation construction among
complex schemata domains. We conjecture that it
is due to DSGFNet containing the schema-agnostic
encoder and dynamic schema graph. The follow-
ing analysis provides a better understanding of our
model’s strengths.

Table 2: Joint GA of DSGFNet and baselines in unseen
domains and all domains on SGD dataset. DSGFNet
significantly improves over the best baseline (two-sided
paired t-test, p < 0.05).

Models SGD
Unseen Domains

SGD
All Domains

SGD-baseline (Rastogi et al., 2020) 20.0% 25.4%
FastSGT (Noroozi et al., 2020) 20.8% 29.2%
Seq2Seq-DU (Feng et al., 2021) 23.5% 30.1%
DSGFNet 24.4% 32.1%

Table 3: Joint GA of DSGFNet and baselines on Mul-
tiWOZ2.2. DSGFNet significantly improves over the
best baseline (two-sided paired t-test, p < 0.05).

Model MultiWOZ2.2
SGD-baseline (Rastogi et al., 2020) 42.0%
TRADE (Wu et al., 2019) 45.4%
DS-DST (Zhang et al., 2020a) 51.7%
TripPy (Heck et al., 2020) 53.5%
Seq2Seq-DU (Feng et al., 2021) 54.4%
DSGFNet 55.8%

Table 4: Joint GA of DSGFNet and baselines on Multi-
WOZ2.1. DSGFNet achieves comparable performance
of the best baseline.

Model MultiWOZ2.1
SGD-baseline (Rastogi et al., 2020) 43.4%
TRADE (Wu et al., 2019) 46.0%
DS-DST (Zhang et al., 2020a) 51.2%
SOM-DST (Kim et al., 2020) 53.0%
MinTL-BART (Lin et al., 2020) 53.6%
SST (Chen et al., 2020) 55.2%
TripPy (Heck et al., 2020) 55.3%
PPTOD (Su et al., 2021) 57.1%
DSGFNet 56.7%

2TRADE, SST use the original MultiWOZ datasets. The
other models use the data preprocessed by TripPy.
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Table 5: Ablation study on unseen domains of SGD, all
domains of SGD, MultiWOZ2.2 and MultiWOZ2.1.

Model

Joint GA
Unseen
Domains

SGD

Joint GA
All

Domains
SGD

Joint GA
MultiWOZ

2.2

Joint GA
MultiWOZ

2.1

DSGFNet 24.4% 32.1% 55.8% 56.7%
-w/o Slot-Domain Membership Relations 21.9% 29.8% 53.4% 54.1%
-w/o Dynamic Slot Relations 20.6% 28.6% 52.2% 53.2%
-w/o Relation Aggregation 23.8% 31.5% 55.2% 55.9%

5.1 Ablation Study
We conduct an ablation study on DSGFNet to quan-
tify the contributions of various factors: the usage
of slot-domain membership relations, dynamic slot
relations, and multiple relation aggregation. The
results indicate that the dynamic schema graph of
DSGFNet is indispensable for DST.

Effect of Slot-Domain Membership Relations
To check the effectiveness of the slot-domain mem-
bership relations, we remove the schema graph
by replacing the prior slot-domain relation adja-
cency matrix with an identity matrix I . Results
in Table 5 show that the joint goal accuracy of
DSGFNet without the slot-domain membership re-
lations decreases markedly on unseen domains of
SGD, all domains of SGD, MultiWOZ2.2, and Mul-
tiWOZ2.1. It indicates the schema graph, which
contains slot-domain membership relations, can fa-
cilitate knowledge sharing among domain and slot
no matter whether the domain is seen or not.

Effect of Dynamic Slot Relations
To investigate the effectiveness of the dialogue-
aware dynamic slot relations in the schema graph,
we eliminate the evolving network of DSGFNet.
Table 5 shows the results on unseen domains of
SGD, all domains of SGD, MultiWOZ2.2, and Mul-
tiWOZ2.1 in terms of joint goal accuracy. One can
observe that without the dynamic slot relations the
performance deteriorates considerably. In addition,
there is a more markedly performance degradation
compared with the results of the slot-domain mem-
bership relations. It indicates that the dynamic slot
relations are more essential for DST, which can
facilitate the understanding of the dialogue context.

Effect of Multiple Relation Aggregation
To validate the effectiveness of the schema graph
relation aggregation mechanism in the dialogue
state decoder, we directly concatenate all sub-graph
representations instead of calculating a weighted
sum via the sub-graph attention. As shown in Ta-
ble 5, the performance of the models without the

Unseen Domains
SGD

All Domains
SGD

MultiWOZ2.2 MultiWOZ2.1

Unseen Domains
SGD

MultiWOZ2.2 MultiWOZ2.1All Domains
SGD

Figure 3: F1 and Accuracy of DSGFNet and BERT for
dynamic relation prediction on unseen domains SGD,
all domains of SGD, MultiWOZ2.2 and MultiWOZ2.1.

relation aggregation layer in terms of joint goal ac-
curacy decreases markedly compared to DSGFNet.
It indicates that the attentions to different types of
relations affect the dialogue understanding ability.

5.2 Further Analysis

Prediction of Dynamic Slot Relations
In order to test the discriminative capability of DS-
GFNet for dynamic slot relations, we evaluate the
performance of the schema graph evolving network.
Since baselines cannot predict the dynamic slot
relations explicitly, we compare DSGFNet with
the BERT-based classification approach. Follow-
ing the classification task in BERT, the input se-
quence starts with [CLS], followed by the tokens
of the dialogue context and slot pairs, separated
by [SEP], and the [CLS] representation is fed into
an output layer for classification. Figure 3 shows
the results on unseen domains of SGD, all do-
mains of SGD, MultiWOZ2.2, and MultiWOZ2.1
in terms of F1 and Accuracy. From the results,
we observe that DSGFNet outperforms BERT sig-
nificantly. We conjecture that it is due to the ex-
ploitation of schema graph with slot-domain mem-
bership relations in DSGFNet. In addition, since
BERT without schema encoder cannot solve un-
seen domains, there is a significant performance
degradation on SGD which contains a large number
of unseen domains in the test set.
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Table 6: Case study of DSGFNet and Seq2Seq-DU on SGD. Slot values are extracted from the dialogue context
with the same color. The relation of yellow high-light slot pair is predicted as co-reference. The relation of red
underline slot pair is predicted as co-update. The relation of bold font slot pair is predicted as co-occurrence. Slot
values in red high-light are incorrectly predicted ones.

Dialogue Utterance

[User]: What’s the weather going to be like in vancouver on March 10th?
[Sys]: The forecast average is 68 degrees with a 25 per cent chance of rain.
[User]: Any good attractions in town?
[Sys]: I have 10 good options including Bloedel Conservatory, a city park.
[User]: Lovely! Can you book me a ride there?
[Sys]: Do you want a luxury or pool ride? How many people?
[User]: Just a regular ride please, book for 1.
[Sys]: Confirming you want to book a regular cab to Bloedel Conservatory for 1 person.

Ground Truth Dialogue State
[Weather]: city = “vancouver”; date = “March 10th”;
[Travel]: location = “vancouver”;
[RideSharing]: destination = “Bloedel Conservatory”; number of seats = “1”; ride type = “regular”;

State Predictions of DSGFNet
[Weather]: city = “vancouver”; date = “March 10th”;
[Travel]: location = “vancouver”;
[RideSharing]: destination = “Bloedel Conservatory”; number of seats = “1”; ride type = “regular”;

State Predictions of Seq2seq-DU
[Weather]: city = “vancouver”; date = “March 10th”;
[Travel]: location= “town” ;
[RideSharing]: destination = “Bloedel Conservatory”; number of seats = “1”; ride type = none ;

Table 7: Performance comparison with different dy-
namic slot relations and fully-connected relations on
unseen domains of SGD, all domains of SGD, Multi-
WOZ2.2 and MultiWOZ2.1.

Model

Joint GA
Unseen

Domains
SGD

Joint GA
All

Domains
SGD

Joint GA
MultiWOZ

2.2

Joint GA
MultiWOZ

2.1

-w All Dynamic Relations 24.4% 32.1% 55.8% 56.7%
-w Co-reference Relation 21.5% 29.8% 53.9% 54.7%
-w Co-occurrence Relation 23.8% 31.7% 55.3% 55.9%
-w Co-update Relation 22.3% 30.1% 53.5% 54.5%
-w/o Dynamic Relations 20.6% 28.6% 52.2% 53.2%
-w Fully-connected Relations 21.3% 29.9% 54.2% 54.9%

Effects of Each Type of Dynamic Slot Relation

To better illustrate the effectiveness of augment-
ing slot relations on the schema graph, we study
how different dynamic slot relations affect the DST
performance. Table 7 presents the joint goal accu-
racy of DSGFNet with different dynamic relations
on unseen domains of SGD, alll domains of SGD,
MultiWOZ2.2, and MultiWOZ2.1. One can see
that the performance of DSGFNet with each type
of dynamic slot relation surpasses that without any
dynamic slot relations considerably. Thus, all types
of dynamic slot relations in the schema graph are
helpful for dialogue understanding. Furthermore,
the performance of DSGFNet with co-occurrence
relation is superior to the performance with the
other two dynamic slot relations. We conjecture
that it is due to the fact that a large percentage
of dynamic relations is the co-occurrence relation,
which has an incredible effect on DST.

Effect of Automatic Relation Completion

To demonstrate the effectiveness of automatically
completing each type of slot relations on the
schema graphs, we replace four automatically-
completed sub-graphs in DSGFNet with four fully-
connected graphs. As shown in Table 7, the per-
formance of the model with the fully-connected
graphs in terms of joint goal accuracy decreases sig-
nificantly compared to DSGFNet (two-sided paired
t-test, p < 0.05). We believe that this is caused by
the noise introduced by the redundancy captured by
the relations between all pairs of slots. In addition,
sampling the relations using our strategy can also
reduce the memory requirements when the number
of slots and domains are large.

Case Study

We make qualitative analysis on the results of DS-
GFNet and Seq2seq-DU on SGD. We find that
DSGFNet can make a more accurate inference of
dialogue states by using the dynamic schema graph.
For example, as shown in Table 6, “city”-“location”
is predicted as co-reference relation, “city”-“date”
and “number of seats”-“ride type” are predicted as
co-update relation, “city”-“date” is predicted as co-
occurrence relation. Based on the dynamic schema
graph, DSGFNet propagates information involving
slot-domain membership relations and dynamic
slot relations. Thus, it infers slot values more cor-
rectly. In contrast, since Seq2seq-DU ignores the
dynamic slot relations, it cannot properly infer the
values of “location” and “ride type”, which have
dynamic slot relations with other slots.
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6 Conclusion

We have proposed a new approach to DST, referred
to as DSGFNet, which effectively fuses prior slot-
domain membership relations and dialogue-aware
dynamic slot relations on the schema graph. To
incorporate the dialogue-aware dynamic slot re-
lations into DST explicitly, DSGFNet identifies
co-reference, co-update, and co-occurrence rela-
tions. To improve the generalization ability, DS-
GFNet employs a schema-agnostic graph attention
network to share information. Experimental results
show that DSGFNet outperforms the existing meth-
ods in DST on three benchmark datasets, including
unseen domains of SGD, all domains of SGD, Mul-
tiWOZ2.1, and MultiWOZ2.2. For future work, we
intend to further enhance our approach by utiliz-
ing more complex schemata and data augmentation
techniques.
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A Dynamic Slot Relations Label
Collection

Dynamic schema graph in DSGFNet has three
types of dynamic slot relations, which includes
co-reference relations, co-update relations and co-
occurrence relations. The labels of these relations
are used to train the schema graph evolving net-
work. We first collected all possible slot pairs from
ground truth dialogue state for each dialogue turn.
And then we labeled these slot pairs by the rules
as follows: (1) If one slot value has been assigned
to another slot in earlier turn of the dialogue, we
label the relation between these two slots as co-
reference. (2) If values of two slot in the same
dialogue turn are updated together, we label the
relation between these two slots as co-update. (3)
If the co-occurrence probability of two slots in
the training set of SGD, MultiWOZ2.1, and Mul-
tiWOZ2.2 is higher than 5%, we label the relation
between these two slots as co-occurrence. Table 8
shows the the proportion of different types of dy-
namic slot relations on these datasets.

Table 8: The proportion of different types of dy-
namic slot relations on SGD, MultiWOZ2.2, and Multi-
WOZ2.1 in training sets.

Relation SGD MultiWOZ2.2 MultiWOZ2.1
Co-reference 5.11% 4.21% 4.29%
Co-update 9.31% 4.01% 4.13%
Co-occurrence 31.13% 37.53% 36.53%

Table 9: Accuracy of DSGFNet in each domain on SGD
test set. Domains marked with ‘*’ are those for which
the schemata in the test set are not present in the training
set. Domains marked with ‘**’ have both the unseen
and seen schemata. For other domains, the schemata in
the test set are also seen in the training set.

Domain Joint GA Domain Joint GA
RentalCars* 5.11% Homes 22.46%
Messaging* 5.48% Events* 32.02%
Payment* 7.31% Hotels** 33.13%
Music* 11.87% Movies** 42.13%
Buses* 12.72% Services** 45.39%
Trains* 16.39% Travel 48.30%
Flights* 16.64% Alarm* 53.27%
Restaurants* 17.01% RideSharing 56.42%
Media* 20.83% Weather 68.49%

B Performance on Different Domains

We further investigate the performance of DS-
GFNet on different domains. Table 9 shows the
joint goal accuracy of DSGFNet in different do-
mains on SGD. We observe that the presence of
schemata in the training data is the major factor
affecting the performance. We see that the best per-
formance can be obtained in the domains with all
seen schemata. The domains which have partially
unseen schemata achieve higher accuracy, such as
“Hotels”, “Movies”, and “Services” domains. The
accuracy declines in the domains with only unseen
schemata, such as “RentalCars” and “Messaging”.
However, among the domains with only unseen
schemata, those have similar schemata to train-
ing data resulting in superior performance, such
as “Alarm” and “Events” domains. We conclude
that DSGFNet is able to perform zero-shot learning
and share knowledge across domains. However,
more sharing of information should be utilized to
enhance the generalization ability.

C Analysis of Parameters in DSGFNet

We further investigate the impacts of parameter set-
tings on the performance of DSGFNet on SGD,
MultiWOZ2.2, and MultiWOZ2.1. We validate the
effects of four factors: the layer of propagation
on the schema graph, the number of selected di-
alogue turns used in the schema-dialogue fusion
layer, the layer of MLP in the dynamic slot relation
completion layer, and the balance coefficient λ in
the loss function. Figures 4, 5, 6, 7 show the re-
sults of DSGFNet with varying parameters on SGD,
MultiWOZ2.2, and MultiWOZ2.1 in terms of joint
goal accuracy. We observe that the optimal layer
of propagation is not consistent across datasets. It
seems that 3 is desired in more datasets. In addition,
DSGFNet demonstrates the best performance when
leveraging full dialogue history. We conjecture that
it is due to that the incomplete dialogue history
leads to confusing information. Moreover, 8 layers
MLP for relation completion obtains the optimal
performance over three datasets. Furthermore, the
optimal performance is consistently achieved when
the balance coefficient λ is around 0.5.
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Figure 4: Performance comparison w.r.t. the layer of
propagation on the schema graph.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison w.r.t. the number of
dialogue turns used in the schema-dialogue fusion layer.
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Figure 6: Performance comparison w.r.t. the layer of
MLP in the dynamic slot relation completion layer.
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Figure 7: Performance comparison w.r.t. the balance
coefficient in the loss function.
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